We shall consider two kinds of spline approximations over a uniform mesh. The first of them is mid-point spline interpolation and the second is histospline approximation. Our methods don't need any knowledge of derivative values, that is, end conditions are homogeneous ones dealing with function values. The linear systems for computing approximations may be conveniently and rapidly solved using the simple algorithm. Some numerical results are given which closely correspond with the prediction of the theory.
§ 1. Introduction
This paper is concerned with biquadratic spline approximations of certain smooth functions f(x,y} in £=[0, 1] X [0, 1], Let n and r be integers such that w>r>0(w>0). By making use of B-1 3 Y3\ spline Q, 3 OiO =-n-S (~~ 1)'( • )(•*-0+ 5 we take the following spline with (/z + 2) 2 undetermined coefficients a ith i, j=-2(l)n -l. It is known that (i) in each region [*,., * i+1 ] X \_y h y j+l~\ (x~ih 9 Jj=jh, i, j = 0(l) n -1) s coincides with an algebraic polynomial of degree 2 or less with respect to x and jy, respectively, (ii) jeC 1^) .
First we consider the mid-point interpolation problem :
(1-2) s where .7=1(1)12-1
With the help of the consistency relation (Lemma 2.2), the values Sij = s(Xi, yj), i, j = Q(l)n may be determined by interpolation condition (1.2) and 4n appropriate additional conditions. Here we take these conditions to be boundary ones of the form :
where r = 3, 4 and J 1? ^2(^15 ^2) are forward (backward) difference operators with respect to x, y, respectively. In practical computation, on using Lemmas 2.2-2.4 we have a system of linear equations with s t j whose coefficient matrix is block tridiagonal. This system may be conveniently and rapidly solved using the sweep out method. The restriction r = 3, 4 is not incisive. Because the constant terms of the obtained system contain very large numbers in magnitude for r>5. Since s depends upon (n + 2) 2 parameters and conditions (1. Since s(Q, jy) is a quadratic spline, by means of a consistency relation at mesh and mid points we have
Hence values s 0ii+ +, i = 0(l)w -1 (which are unknown ones on the boundary) are successively determined by coupling the above consistency relation and additional end conditions (1.4) :
1 , (1.6) Similarly values s i+ ±j, i = Q(l}n -l, j=l(l)n -l are determined by 1 . s i+^.tQ and s i+ ± <n (which have been already determined).
Hence we may have the following nine quantities in [# i5 x i+l~] X [yÎ n terms of these values J may be easily represented at any points in [> z -, * i+1 ] x [jy y , jy y+1 ] (see (4.15)). Next we shall consider the so-called biquadratic histospline approximation determined by the conditions :
(1.9)^J -lx, =(nwith appropriate additional conditions. In this case we take the following 4ft conditions together with (1.9) :
(1.10)
Here we notice that the coefficient "4" in the above conditions is related to "4" in Lemma 3.1 which is the main tool in analyzing the histospline approximation. On using Lemmas 3.1 -3.3, from (1.9) -(1.10) we have the block tridiagonal system of linear equations with s iiJ9 i, j=0(l)w. Since s depends upon (ra + 2) 2 parameters, we have to add four additional conditions to (1.10) toward the unique determination of s. Then we impose only one condition on each linear segment of the boundary, that is, 2]). Let s(*) = 2 a t Q^(x/h~i) 9 then we have
On using this Lemma we have the following consistency relation for the biquadratic spline. In order to transform the coefficient matrix of the system of linear equations with unknown s itj into the block tridiagonal one, we shall require the following Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. Let us denote the right hand side of equation (2.2) be rf/.y, z, j=\(l)n -l, then we have where we also give the numerical values for the quantities ^y, i, j = l( r -l / or r = 3, 4 : In order to prove the nonsingularity of the coefficient matrix obtained by using the above Lemmas and the boundedness of its inverse, we shall require the following 
where we give some numerical values for the quantities a r and (0 = a r9 m=w + l).
In this case we have Proof. Since s is an algebraic polynomial of degree 2 or less with respect to x and y in subregion [#,-, x^] X [jy ; -, jpy+J, the above relation is easily proved.
On combining Lemmas 2.1 and 3.5, we have On using Lemma 2.6, the system of linear equations with Sij, i, j = 0(l)w may be solved for sufficiently large n. Before we proceed with analysis, we notice that it is very easy to solve the system (4.1). By multiplying the block diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are Ji l (0 r ) on the both side of (4.1), we have That is, Si t j, z" 5 j = 0(l)?2 may be calculated by solving 2(w + l) systems of linear equations which are different only in constant terms. For any given vector k= (& 0 , A l5 . . ., £ n ), we only have to solve the matrix problem This problem can be directly solved by the following simple algorithm :
Since w Q (=a r }=6 for r = 4, it is impossible to calculate Wi. But in this case, from the first and second equations of (4.7) we have from which follows Hence we have a system of linear equations which is directly solved by the above algorithm : Proof of (ii). From (4.1), we have (4.10) /!(*,) (* 0 , e l9 . . ., O' = (4 4 --., 4,)' where . i j=(d oj , d lth . . . , rf BiJ .)'.
Since rfi,j= (8 2 /j 4 /128)g fi j + ' • •, j, j = 1 (l)n -1, on using the well known technique in (Kershaw [3] ) we have for any mesh points (x iy jy/) bounded away from the boundary. In a manner similar to the derivation of (4.7), we have Next we shall consider the global error estimation. By using Theorem 1, (1.7) and (1.8), we have for any points (x iy yj+±) and (x i+ ±, y^ bounded away from the boundary. Since s is a quadratic polynomial with respect to x andj, Application of Lemmas 3.2-3.4 to (5.2) yields asymptotic expansion (i). The proof of (ii) is similar to that of (ii) in Theorem 1. By use of Theorem 3 and Lemma 3.6, we also have
for any mid-points (x i+ +, yj+±) bounded away from the boundary. § 6. Numerical Illustration
In this section we shall consider the application of the above stated methods by taking f(x, y)=exp(x+y). Here we have given the numerical results only for r = 4. The approximate rate of decrease of the errors, 0(/z a ), where a is computed from the observed decrease in the error from /z = l/16 to 1/32, is given in parentheses. An comparison with Theorems 1 and 3 shows excellent agreement with the asymptotic rates. Table 5 Observed errors of biquadratic spline interpolation at mid-points. for any mid-points (tfivi/29 y 3+1/2) bounded away from the boundary.
